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We summarise our experience developing and using Termite, the first reactive synthesis tool intended
for use by software development practitioners. We identify the main barriers to making reactive syn-
thesis accessible to software developers and describe the key features of Termite designed to over-
come these barriers, including an imperative C-like specification language, an interactive source-level
debugger, and a user-guided code generator. Based on our experience applying Termite to synthe-
sising real-world reactive software, we identify several caveats of the practical use of the reactive
synthesis technology. We hope that these findings will help define the agenda for future research on
practical reactive synthesis.
1 Introduction
The reactive synthesis method aims to automatically generate an implementation of a reactive system
based on a declarative specification of its desired behaviour [54]. While theoretical and algorithmic as-
pects of reactive synthesis are fairly well understood, there exists virtually no practical experience using
this technology to synthesise real-world software and hardware. Existing synthesis tools have been de-
veloped as research vehicles for experimentation with new synthesis algorithms rather than as practical
tools for use by hardware or software designers [6,10,19,27,35,36]. The gap between theory and practice
hinders further advances in the field. For comparison, in the closely related field of automatic verifica-
tion, the push towards real-world application of the model checking technology has fueled revolutionary
advances of the technology itself [31].
For the past several years, our team has been working on using reactive synthesis to automate the
development of operating system device drivers. The primary objective of the project has been to improve
driver developers’ productivity, as opposed to the creation of new synthesis algorithms or tools. However,
early on in the project we discovered that none of the existing tools were suitable for our purposes. As
a result, we created Termite, the first synthesis tool designed to make reactive synthesis accessible to
software developers as a well-defined, predictable methodology.
Our previous publications describe the synthesis algorithm of Termite [69] and its application to the
driver synthesis problem [61]. In this paper we focus on our experience designing and using a practical
user-friendly synthesis tool. Our contributions are three-fold. First, we present the rationale behind the
design of a practical reactive software synthesis toolkit. We consider each step involved in the synthesis
process: specification development, strategy synthesis, specification debugging, and code generation,
and identify the main barriers to making these tasks accessible to software developers.
Second, we present the key features of Termite designed to overcome these barriers: (1) an imperative
C-like specification language, which enables developers to apply conventional programming techniques
in writing specifications for reactive synthesis, (2) an interactive source-level debugger, which helps the
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1// user has selected a record to play
2task void evt_selection() {
3 if ((jb.position == jb.selection) &&
4 jb.arm_down)
5 // selected record already on the
6 // turntable-start playing
7 jb.cmd_play();
8 else if (jb.arm_down)
9 // another record is on the
10 // turntable, pick it up first
11 jb.cmd_lift();
12 else
13 // rotate drum to selected position
14 jb.cmd_rotate(jb.selection);
15};
16// drum has finished rotating
17task void evt_rotated() {
18 // place record on the turntable
19 jb.cmd_put();
20};
21// mechanical arm has finished moving the
22// record to the turntable or to the drum
23task void evt_parked() {
24 if(jb.have_selection){
25 if (jb.arm_down)
26 // record on the turntable-play it
27 jb.cmd_play();
28 else
29 // previous record returned to drum,
30 // rotate to the new selection
31 jb.cmd_rotate(jb.selection);
32 };
33};
34// record has been played to the end
35task void evt_playback_complete() {
36 // return it to the drum
37 jb.cmd_lift();
38};
Figure 1: Synthesised implementation of the jukebox controller.
developers to troubleshoot synthesis failures, and (3) a user-guided code generator, which combines the
power of automation with the flexibility of manual development.
Third, and most importantly, we identify several caveats of the practical use of the reactive synthesis
technology, based on our experience applying Termite to synthesising real-world reactive software. We
hope that these findings will help define the agenda for future research on practical reactive synthesis.
We formulate these caveats as “lessons learned” throughout the paper.
2 User-guided synthesis: the user perspective
Termite is intended for synthesis of reactive software modules such as device drivers or robotic con-
trollers. A reactive module is typically embedded in a larger software stack written in C or other imper-
ative language. The module is activated by invoking its event handler functions. It issues control actions
via callbacks to the environment.
Example 1 (Running example: a jukebox controller) Consider the control module of a mechanical
jukebox. The jukebox consists of (1) a rotating drum holding up to 256 vinyl records, (2) a turntable, (3) a
mechanical arm that transfers records from the drum to the turntable, and (4) a number pad for choosing
the next record to play. The control module controls the jukebox mechanism by issuing commands to (1)
rotate the drum to a specified position, (2) place the record at the current position on the turntable, (3)
move the record from the turntable back to the drum, and (4) play the record on the turntable.
Figure 1 shows our synthesised implementation of the control module with detailed comments. It
consists of four event handlers: evt selection, triggered when the user selects a record to play,
evt rotated, triggered when the drum finishes rotation to the requested position, evt parked,
issued when the mechanical arm finishes transferring the record from the drum to the turntable or back,
and evt playback complete, which indicates that the record has been played to the end.
2.1 Synthesis workflow
The Termite synthesis workflow is shown in Figure 2. Termite takes as input a specification in the
Termite Specification Language (TSL). The specification is compiled into a symbolic GR-1 [53] (Sec-
tion 3), which is then solved by the Termite game solver. The game solver produces either a winning
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winning strategy ctrl.tsl
counterexample
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symbolic gamespec.tsl
spec.tsl (fixed)
compilation game solving user-guidedcode generation
counterex-
based debugging
TSL->C
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ctrl.c
Figure 2: Termite synthesis workflow. The gear and the stick figure distinguish fully automatic and
user-guided stages of the workflow.
strategy for the controller or, if one does not exist, a counterexample strategy on behalf of the environ-
ment. In the former case, the winning strategy is converted into a controller implementation in TSL in
a user-guided fashion. The resulting implementation is automatically translated into a C module. In the
latter case, the user explores the counterexample strategy using the Termite visual debugger in order to
track the cause of the synthesis failure down to a defect in the input specification.
2.2 The Termite Specification Language
Rationale Our main language design objective is to facilitate the specification and synthesis of a partic-
ular class of target systems, namely reactive software modules, while minimising modelling errors. We
therefore prioritise modelling convenience over generality. In addition to this main principle, we identify
the following requirements for the language:
1. Modularity. The ability to model each component of a complex system as a separate module
enables specification reuse, which is crucial in practical applications of reactive synthesis, as ex-
plained in Section 2.3.
2. Programmer-friendly syntax. TSL is intended for use by software developers rather than formal
methods experts. As such, it must support modelling using familiar programming concepts and
idioms.
3. Modelling of hybrid systems. In many applications of reactive synthesis, including device driver
development and robotics, we deal with systems that contain both software and hardware compo-
nents. We therefore designed TSL to facilitate modelling of such hybrid systems.
Key features of TSL Following the first requirement, TSL supports the
development of modular specifications through object-oriented modelling.
controller
jukebox
jb
ctl
A TSL class, called template, consists of variables, methods and processes,
which together model a component of the environment or the reactive module
that is being synthesised. A TSL specification consists of multiple statically
created template instances that together model a complete system. Templates
communicate by invoking each other’s methods via typed interfaces exported
through ports. The figure on the right shows the two templates involved in our
running example. Arrows represent bindings of template ports. Lines 2-3 in Figure 3 instantiate this
architecture in TSL.
Following the second requirement, we designed TSL as an imperative C-style language (Section 2.3).
To meet the third requirement, we extend TSL with hardware modelling features, such as arbitrary-size
bit vectors, bit slices, combinatorial logic, etc. In addition to standard programming language features,
TSL supports constructs specific to reactive synthesis, introduced below. A complete description of TSL
syntax can be found in the language reference manual [58].
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2.3 Developing input specifications
A Termite specification consists of at least two templates, which model the environment and the
controller. The environment model can be seen as a test harness for the controller, which stimulates
controller inputs and validates its outputs. TSL allows structuring such a model similar to how one
would write a software test harness: it consists of a workload generator process that generates a stream
of requests to the controller and callback methods invoked by the controller.
The controller template declares methods of the controller and specifies the control objective. Termite
supports GR-1 objectives (see Piterman et al. [53] and Section 3), defined in terms of one or more goal
conditions, which the controller must satisfy infinitely often. For example, a goal condition may require
the controller to eventually complete every request from the environment. In addition, the controller
template can provide partial implementation of controller methods. During synthesis, Termite tries to
extend this to a complete implementation that satisfies the objective.
Example 2 In our running example, the environment consists of the jukebox mechanism modelled by the
jukebox template in line 6, Figure 3. The mechanism can be in one of the states listed in lines 9-13.
Variables in lines 15-23 model the state of the number pad, the drum and the mechanical arm. The
main part of the model is the process in line 24, which generates a stream of events to the controller.
The first part of the loop body (lines 27-32) simulates the user selecting the next record to play. In our
simple jukebox, record selection is only enabled when there is no current selection yet and the jukebox
mechanism is idle (line 27). Even when the event is enabled, it is not guaranteed to occur—it is up to
the user when to make a selection. We model such external choice in line 29, where the asterisk (‘∗’)
represents a non-deterministically chosen value. Likewise, the record number selected by the user is
modelled as a non-deterministic value passed as an argument to the event handler in line 31.
The second part of the loop (lines 34-49) generates a completion event for the current operation
peformed by the jukebox. For example, if the jukebox is in the put state, transferring the record from
the drum to the turntable, it returns to the idle state (line 38), updates arm position, and issues the
evt parked event, which enables the controller to respond to the state transition.
Lines 53-72 show environment callbacks that can be invoked by the controller, designated by the
controllable qualifier. Each callback contains an assertion that specifies when it is safe to issue
the command. For example, the rotate command (line 53) can only be issued when the mechanism is idle
and the mechanical arm is in the upward position (i.e., there is no record on the turntable).
Lines 75-82 show the controller template. The goal condition in line 76 requires that the system is in
a state where there is no user selection on the number pad. This can only be achieved by playing each
selected record. The bodies of all template methods contain elipsis (“...”), which are placeholders for
synthesised code, referred to as magic blocks.
Magic blocks are regular TSL statements and can be used anywhere in the code. This enables the
developer to enforce a preferred implementation structure in advance by provinding a partial implemen-
tation of a method, for example:
task void evt_selection() {
if (((jb.position == jb.selection) && jb.arm_down)) {...;}
else if (jb.arm_down) {...;}
else {...;};
};
Multiple TSL statements are combined in a single atomic transition. The transition terminates upon
reaching a special pause statement or a magic block. For example, from its initial state in line 25,
the pjukebox process may execute atomically until calling the evt selection method in line 32,
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1template main
2 instance controller ctl(jb);
3 instance jukebox jb(ctl);
4endtemplate
5
6template jukebox(controller ctl)
7 // states of the jukebox mechanism
8 typedef enum {
9 idle,
10 spin,//spinning the drum
11 play,//playing a record
12 put, //moving record to turntable
13 lift //returning record to drum
14 } state_t;
15 state_t state = idle;//current state
16 // record has been selected
17 bool have_selection = false;
18 // selected record number
19 uint8 selection;
20 // mechanical arm position
21 bool arm_down;
22 // current drum position
23 uint8 position;
24 process pjukebox {
25 forever {
26 // Simulate user selection
27 if (!have_selection &&
28 state == idle) {
29 if (*) {
30 have_selection = true;
31 selection = *;
32 ctl.evt_selection();};};
33 // Simulate command completion
34 if (state == spin) {
35 state = idle;
36 ctl.evt_rotated();
37 } else if (state == put) {
38 state = idle;
39 arm_down = true;
40 ctl.evt_parked();
41 } else if (state == lift) {
42 state = idle;
43 arm_down = false;
44 ctl.evt_parked();
45 } else if (state == play) {
46 state = idle;
47 have_selection = false;
48 ctl.evt_playback_complete();
49 };
50 pause;
51 };
52 };
53 task controllable void
54 cmd_rotate(uint8 pos) {
55 assert(state==idle && !arm_down);
56 state = spin;
57 position = pos;
58 };
59 task controllable void cmd_put() {
60 assert(state==idle && !arm_down);
61 state = put;
62 };
63 task controllable void cmd_lift() {
64 assert(state==idle && arm_down);
65 state = lift;
66 };
67 task controllable void cmd_play() {
68 assert(state==idle && arm_down);
69 assert(have_selection &&
70 (position==selection));
71 state = play;
72 };
73endtemplate
74
75template controller(jukebox jb)
76 goal play_selection =
77 (jb.have_selection == false);
78 task void evt_selection(){...;};
79 task void evt_rotated(){...;};
80 task void evt_parked(){...;};
81 task void evt_playback_complete(){...;};
82endtemplate
Figure 3: Input TSL specification for the jukebox controller.
where it stops at the magic block in line 78. Alternatively, if none of the conditions in the body of the
process holds, the transition stops at the pause location in line 50.
Note that in this example the specification is longer and more complicated than the resulting synthe-
sised controller (Figure 1). We observed a similar effect in synthesising real-world device drivers. This
is not surprising, as artificially engineered systems are usually designed to have a simple control strategy.
This is in contrast to, for example, competitive games such as checkers, where the winning strategy is
much more complicated than the description of game rules.
In order to obtain a productivity improvement with reactive synthesis, one must minimise the effort
invested in the development of input specifications. This can be achieved by reusing existing specifi-
cations where possible. For example, in device driver synthesis, the driver environment consists of the
operating system (OS) and the hardware device [61]. The OS specification is developed once for each
class of drivers (e.g., network drivers) and used to synthesise many drivers of this type. The device spec-
ification is produced by hardware developers as part of the circuit design process and can be reused, with
some modifications, in driver synthesis. The object-oriented nature of TSL comes in handy here, as it
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allows decomposing specifications into reusable modules.
Lesson 1 Specification reuse is essential to achieving a productivity gain with reactive synthesis.
2.4 Counterexample-based debugging
Rationale The input specification may contain defects making it unrealisable, i.e., such that there does
not exist a specification-compliant controller implementation. In this case, Termite produces a certificate
of unrealisability in the form of a counterexample spoiling strategy on behalf of the environment. By
following this strategy, the environment is able to either force the system into an error state by violat-
ing one of its assertions or to permanently keep the system from entering one of its goal regions. By
studying the counterexample strategy, the user can trace the synthesis failure to a bug in the specifica-
tion. However, such counterexample-based debugging is a non-trivial task, which requires special tool
support. The counterexample strategy may represent a complex branching behaviour that does not have
a compact user-readable representation.
The interactive debugger Termite helps the user to understand counterexample strategies by exploring
them interactively. To this end, the Termite debugger simulates a game where the user plays on behalf
of the controller, while the debugger responds on behalf of the environment, according to the counterex-
ample strategy. The debugger maintains the look and feel of a conventional software debugger, where
the user steps through the code of the system, observing its state and control flow. Unlike a conventional
debugger, Termite automatically resolves environment choices in accordance with the counterexample
strategy. At every step of the debugging session, it chooses a TSL process to run and assigns concrete
values to all non-determimistic expressions (‘∗’) it evaluates.
When the debugger schedules a process that is currently inside a magic block, it allows the user to
choose a controller action to execute. In TSL, a controller action corresponds to an invocation of one
of controllable methods. The user specifies the action that, they believe, represents a correct controller
behaviour by either typing a line of code or via an interactive dialog.
At some point in the game the user observes an unexpected behaviour, e.g., one of user-provided
actions does not change the state of the system as expected or one of environment actions triggers an
assertion violation. Based on this information, the user can revise the faulty specification.
The debugger visualises the transition
graph explored during the debugging ses-
sion, as shown in the screenshot on the right.
It allows the user to go back to a previously
explored state and try a different controller
behaviour from there.
Example 3 Consider a defective version of
our running example where the assignment
in line 61 is missing. This is equivalent to
the jukebox ignoring the command to put the
record on the turntable. Termite detects that
the specification is unrealisable and produces a counterexample strategy. During the debugging session,
the debugger initialises the arm down variable to false and position to 0. It then steps through
lines 27-32 of the jukebox model, setting the non-deterministic condition in line 29 to true and the value
in line 31 to 0, thus simulating a request to play record number 0 (i.e., the record in the current position).
The debugger stops in the magic block in line 78, passing control to the user. The user attempts to
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complete the request by typing the command jb.cmd put() in the magic block to place the record
on the turntable. The user expects the environment to respond by invoking the evt parked callback.
However, due to the specification bug, the (state==put) condition in line 37 does not hold, and the
debugger keeps iterating the forever loop without ever invoking any of the controller callbacks. Upon
observing this behaviour, the user goes back to the invocation of the cmd put() method and single-
steps its execution, finally discovering that it does not set the state variable as expected. We have
traced the synthesis failure to its root cause and can now easily fix it by adding the missing statement.
Our counterexample-guided methodology greatly simplifies specification debugging; however it also
uncovers an important caveat of reactive synthesis: in order to find specification defects, the developer
must have a good understanding of both the input specifications and the expected controller implemen-
tation.
Lesson 2 Synthesis does not replace human expertise, as synthesising a reactive module requires similar
knowledge and skills as developing the module manually.
Furthermore, the above example shows that debugging synthesis failures requires manually providing
parts of the controller implementation. In the worst case, the user effectively ends up implementing the
entire controller manually before finding a bug in the specification. One way to avoid this is to perform
synthesis incrementally. To this end, we restrict the input specification to only exercise a subset of the
controller functionality (e.g., only initialisation). This can be achieved by commenting out parts of the
environment model or by disabling all but one goal condition. Having synthesised the selected fragment
of the controller, we gradually enable additional features until a complete controller has been synthesised.
If at some point, the specification becomes unrealisable due to a defect, only a modest manual effort is
required to locate the defect. Termite supports the incremental synthesis methodology by accepting
partially implemented controller templates (as described in Section 2.3).
Lesson 3 The incremental approach is necessary to streamline specification debugging and reduce man-
ual effort involved in synthesis.
2.5 User-guided code generation
Rationale Early versions of Termite synthesised the reactive module implementation from the input
specification fully automatically. Having experimented with this push-button approach for several years,
we found that it consistently failed to produce satisfactory implementations. First, it proved hard in prac-
tice to capture all important aspects of the desired behaviour in the input specification. For example,
the original version of the jukebox controller synthesised by Termite left the last played record on the
turntable, i.e., it was missing the cmd lift command in line 37 in Figure 1. This implementation sat-
isfies the specification, but delivers suboptimal user experience due to an increased delay before playing
the next selected record. While in principle the input specification can be extended to incorporate such
additional requirements, such extensions tend to be awkward and error-prone. In our experience, it is
typically easier to achieve the desired behaviour via a manual modification to the generated code than to
enforce it indirectly via changes to the specification.
Second, Termite currently does not handle extensions of the reactive synthesis problem, such as
quantitative synthesis [17], timed synthesis [14], and synthesis with imperfect information [26, 55]. As
a result, it does not automatically enforce non-functional properties related to time, performance, power
consumption, state observability, etc. This is a deliberate design choice, as these extensions make syn-
thesis more computationally expensive and hence less practical.
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Third, we found it difficult to achieve a clean, human-readable code structure automatically. This
is an important concern, as code inspection remains a key quality assurance method even when using
automatic synthesis.
Lesson 4 Given current state of the art in reactive software synthesis, automatic tools are unlikely to
replace human expertise in the foreseeable future. A practical synthesis tool must include user input in
the synthesis process in a way that combines the power automation with the flexibility of conventional
development.
User-guided code generation Our solution to this problem is based on the following principles:
1. The two-phase process. We separate synthesis into a fully automatic game solving phase and an
interactive code generation phase. The former computes a winning strategy for the controller,
which maps states of the system to the set of winning moves in each state, and can be seen as
a compact representation of all possible specification-compliant controller implementations. The
latter extracts one specific controller implementation from the strategy in a user-guided fashion.
2. The user is in control. The user interacts with the tool during the code generation phase by ar-
bitrarily changing or amending the generated code. The automatic code generator is invoked on
demand. It never changes any of the user-provided code, but rather tries to extend it to a complete
specification-compliant implementation.
3. Enforcing correctness. The resulting combination of manual and generated code is continuously
validated against the input specification to preserve the strong correctness guarantees offered by
automatic synthesis.
manual
editing
simulation
code 
generation
Figure 4: Code generation flow.
Figure 4 illustrates the interactive code generation phase,
which iterates over three steps. At the first step, the user
edits the partially synthesised implementation inside magic
blocks (other parts of the module remain read-only). At the
moment, Termite does not allow creating new functions in-
teractively; however such capability can be readily added in
the future.
The manual editing step ends when the user chooses a
partially filled magic block and invokes the automatic code
generator via a GUI button to produce the next code state-
ment. This starts the second step, where Termite symbolically simulates execution of the system, includ-
ing all of the manual and automatic code produced so far. The simulation returns a symbolic represen-
tation of all possible reachable states of the system at the control location where code generation has
been requested. Termite compares the reachable set against the winning set computed during the game
solving phase. If it finds that at least one of the reachable states are not winning, this means that the
partial controller implementation generated so far is incorrect due to the manual changes made by the
user. Furthermore, Termite is able to produce a counterexample explaining the failure.
During the third step, the Termite code generation algorithm translates the winning strategy in the
reachable set into a TSL statement. It first checks if there exists a common winning action in all reachable
states. Such an action corresponds to a simple TSL statement, i.e., an invocation of a controllable method.
Otherwise, the algorithm computes a partitioning of the reachable set into subsets such that there exists a
common winning action in each subset. This corresponds to a conditional branching statement, such as
the one in lines 3-14 in Figure 1. Finally, the newly generated statement is inserted at the corresponding
control location, and Termite returns to the interactive editing mode.
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Example 4 Starting with the empty template, shown in lines 78-81 in Figure 3, Termite produces code for
the evt selection and evt rotated methods, which does not require any manual changes. Next,
it suggests an empty implementation for the evt playback complete method. We are not satisfied
with this implementation and manually modify it to issue the cmd lift command (line 37, Figure 1)
in order to return the current record to the drum. Finally, we proceed to generate the evt parked
method in line 23. Note that the synthesised implementation takes into account manual changes made
at the previous step. In particular, the first branch of the generated code handles completion of the
cmd lift command issued manually in line 37.
3 Termite internals
In this section we describe the internal design of the Termite toolkit, highlighting some of the important
implementation issues.
Termite computes a strategy for the controller by representing the synthesis problem as a two-player
game between the controller and the environment.
Definition 1 (GR-1 game [53]) Let Ft(V ) be a set of Boolean formulas over variables V in some theory
t (at the moment, Termite supports the theory of fixed-size bit vectors). A concrete symbolic GR-1 game
G = 〈X , I,Yc,Yu,δc,δu,Γ,Φ〉 consists of a finite set of state variables X, an initial condition I ∈ Ft(X),
finite sets Yc and Yu of controllable and uncontrollable action variables, controllable transition relation
δc ∈ Ft(X ,Yc,X ′), uncontrollable transition relation δu ∈ Ft(X ,Yu,X ′) (where X ′ are the next-state ver-
sions of state variables X), Γ= (γ1, . . . ,γk), γi ∈ Ft(X) is a finite set of goal regions, and Φ is a finite set
of fairness conditions Φ= (φ1, . . . ,φk), φi ∈ Ft(X ,Yu).
The controller and the environment participate in the game by performing actions allowed by their
respective transition relations. To win the game, the controller must infinitely often force the system
into each goal region γi, assuming fair execution where each of the fairness conditions φ j holds infinitely
often.
The TSL compiler converts a TSL specification into a GR-1 game G, where state variables X model
the state of the TSL program, controllable actions encode invocations of controllable methods available
to the controller, uncontrollable actions model atomic transitions of TSL processes goal sets Γ encode
goals declared in the input specification, and fairness conditions Φ enforce fair scheduling by making
sure that every runnable process gets scheduled eventually.
We solve the resulting game G using the algorithm by Piterman et al. [53], which involves exhaustive
exploration of the state space of the game. The Termite game solver mitigates the state explosion problem
by constructing and iteratively refining an abstraction of the game that approximates states and actions
using Boolean predicates. Abstraction refinement is performed fully automatically. We refer the reader to
our earlier publication [69] for a detailed description of the abstraction refinement algorithm of Termite.
Throughout the synthesis process, Termite maintains three distinct representations of the synthesis
problem: (1) a TSL specification, (2) a concrete symbolic game, and (3) an abstract game. All inter-
actions with the user, including specification development, debugging, and interactive code generation,
occur at the TSL level. Internally, Termite completes all user requests at the abstract level and lifts results
of this computation back to the TSL level, which enables it to achieve interactive performance during
debugging and code generation.
As an example, consider one iteration of a debugging session, where the user invokes Termite to
pick an uncontrollable action according to the counterexample strategy. It involves the following steps
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TSL spec
concrete game
abstract game
1.compile
2.abstract
3.select action
4.concretise
5.execute 1.compile
2.abstract
3.simulate 4.partition
5.concretise
6.generate code
(a) debugging (b) code generation
Figure 5: Navigating between different representations of the synthesis problem during debugging and
code generation.
(Figure 5a). (1) Compilation: map the state of the program in the debugger to a state x of the underlying
game. (2) Abstraction: compute corresponding state xˆ of the abstract game. (3) Action selection: pick
action uˆ from the abstract counterexample strategy in state xˆ. (4) Concretisation: compute a concrete
action u that matches the abstract action uˆ (there can exist multiple such concrete actions). (5) Execu-
tion: the resulting uncontrollable action u encodes the selection of a TSL processes to execute, along
with choices of all non-deterministic values encountered by the process; the user can now simulate this
transition at the TSL level by single-stepping through its statements or by running it to completion.
As another example, Figure 5b shows one iteration of an interactive code generation session, where
the user has made some changes to the synthesised code and invokes Termite to generate a code statement
for a selected magic block. (1) Compilation: invoke the TSL compiler on the modified specification. All
code written or generated so far becomes part of the uncontrollable transition relation δu (as Termite is
not allowed to modify the behaviour of this code). (2) Abstraction: compute an abstract approximation
∆u of δu. (3) Simulation: simulate all possible executions of the partial implementation generated so far
(see Section 2.5): R = ∆∗u(I ), where ∆∗u is the transitive closure of ∆u,I is the abstract initial state, and
R is the set of reachable abstract states of the system. Restrict R to a subset Rl ⊆R at the control location l
where code generation has been requested. (4) Partitioning: compute a partitioning Rl =
⋃˙
iRi of Rl , such
that for each partition Ri, there exists a common winning abstract controllable action ci. (5) Concretisa-
tion: convert each pair (Ri,ci) into an expression ERi(X) and Eci(X ,Yc). These expressions encode a sub-
set of concrete states and the concrete action to be performed when in one of these states. (6) Code gener-
ation: convert each ERi into a TSL expression condi and each Eci into a TSL statement stati. Generate
a conditional TSL statement of the form: if(cond1) stat1 else if(cond2) stat2 . . .else statn.
4 Evaluation
We implemented all components of the Termite toolkit, including the TSL compiler, the game solver,
the counterexample debugger, the user-guided code generator, and the TSL-to-C compiler, in Haskell.
Our implementation uses the CUDD BDD library for efficient symbolic manipulations over Boolean
relations, and the Z3 SMT solver for satisfiability queries over the theory of bit vectors, as described
in [69]. Termite is publicly available under the BSD license and can be downloaded from the project
website http://termite2.org.
We evaluate Termite by synthesizing drivers for eight I/O devices: a UVC-compliant USB webcam,
the 16550 UART serial controller, the DS12887 real-time clock, the IDE disk controller for Linux, as
well as seL4 drivers for I2C, SPI, and UART controllers on the Samsung exynos 5 chipset 2 and SPI
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input spec(loc) vars(bits) synt. time(s) synthesised code (loc)
webcam 487 128 (125565) 215 113
16450 UART 289 81 (407) 210 74
exynos UART 380 80 (1185) 645 37
STM SPI 317 68 (389) 67 24
exynos SPI 327 83 (933) 25 40
exynos I2C 326 65 (303) 45 79
RT clock 370 92 (810) 56 84
IDE 668 114 (1333) 285 94
Table 1: Summary of case studies.
controller on the STM32F10 chipset1. These devices are representative of simple peripherals found in
many embedded platforms. The main barrier to synthesizing drivers for more advanced devices, e.g.,
high-performance network controllers, is the current lack of support for synthesis of direct memory
access (DMA) code in Termite. Such code cannot be generated using only reactive synthesis techniques
and requires support for synthesis of pointer-based data structures such as nested lists, circular packet
buffers, etc.
Table 1 summarises our case studies. It shows the size (in lines of code) of the input TSL speci-
fication, the complexity of each benchmark in terms of the number of bit-vector variables in the GR-1
game and the total number of bits in these variables, the time the game solver took to compute a winning
strategy for the controller, and the size (in lines of TSL code) of the synthesised implementation. As
discussed in Section 2.3, input specifications in our case studies are larger than the synthesised imple-
mentations. We are able to mitigate the problem by decomposing the specification into reusable device
and OS models.
Performance As can be seen from Table 1, Termite is able to solve games with hunderds to thousands of
state variables. These results illustrate the effectiveness of our predicate abstraction algorithm combined
with the use of BDDs for symbolic game solving. However, the battle for scalable reactive synthesis is
far from over. Complex I/O devices can have hundreds of configuration registers, which translates to tens
of thousands of state bits, which is beyond the reach of all existing synthesis algorithms, including those
used in Termite. We hope that ongoing research into scalable reactive synthesis algorithms will help to
close this gap.
Interactive debugging We found counterexample-based debugging to be crucial to streamlining the
synthesis process. Before the debugger was available, we relied on code inspection for troubleshooting
synthesis failures, which proved to be an unpredictably long process. The Termite debugger streamlines
this process, giving us the confidence that any failure can be localised by following well-defined steps.
A typical debugging session takes a few minutes and involves entering only a few commands manually
before the defect is localised.
User-guided code generation In our case studies, 60% to 90% of the code was generated fully auto-
matically, with the rest produced in a user-guided fashion. The main sources of manual changes were
(1) suboptimal performance or structure of the auto-generated code, and (2) handling of partially ob-
servable state. The latter problem occurs in device drivers, as the driver strategy often depends on the
internal state of the hardware device, which is not directly observable by the driver. As a result, Termite
generates invalid code that directly accesses device-internal variables. We modified Termite to report
such situations to the user, prompting them to provide a functionally equivalent valid implementation.
For example, whenever the auto-generated code accesses a device-internal register, it may be possible to
obtain the value of the register by issuing an additional command to the device.
1Our case studies are discussed in detail in [61].
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5 Related work
While our work is the first to address the quality of synthesised code in reactive software synthesis,
in the adjacent field of hardware synthesis significant progress has been made on the circuit minimisa-
tion problem, concerned with converting the synthesised strategy into a circuit with minimal number of
gates [7, 28].
Previous reactive synthesis tools support specification languages designed to be as simple and expres-
sive as possible. For example, Unbeast [27] and Acacia+ [10] support synthesis from LTL specifications,
while RATSY [6] handles specifications written as deterministic Bu¨chi automata. Furthermore, many of
these languages are geared towards hardware synthesis. One example is the Extended AIGER format
used in the reactive synthesis competition [34]. In contrast, TSL is the first domain-specific language for
reactive software synthesis.
Counterexample-based debugging is a standard method of troubleshooting synthesis failures.
Anzu [40] and RATSY [6] implement an interactive version of this technique. Another line of work
explores ways to produce minimal counterexamples that help locate the bug faster [41]. Termite comple-
ments these techniques by lifting counterexample-based debugging to the source code level.
Techniques presented in this paper are independent of the choice of the underlying synthesis algo-
rithm and will benefit from any future advances in this area. In particular, recent research has proposed
efficient symbolic BDD and SAT-based synthesis algorithms [9,46,48,53]. Another line of work explores
the use of abstraction to mitigate the state explosion problem [1, 2, 26, 32].
The idea of automatically completing partially specified programs has been explored in syntax-
guided and functional synthesis [39, 63], as well as in LTL synthesis [49].
6 Conclusion
While push-button software synthesis may not be feasible in the short-term perspective, we argue that
developers can take advantage of the reactive synthesis technology by combining the power of automa-
tion with the flexibility of manual development. We presented the design and implementation of the
first synthesis tool that enables such combination via three new techniques: user-guided code generation,
code-centric interface, and interactive source-level debugging.
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